
Terros
The Hulking Terror 

OVERVIEW PHASES: 1 Hero: On Pull

The next element we face will be that of earth with this giant rocky boi.  Primalists have been 
trying to summon him from the elemental plane but were interrupted by… us!  Stuck between two 
worlds, Terros is extremely unhappy, and uses his power to launch rocks, trigger earthquakes, and 
generally try to crush us with earth itself.  Kill him before he kills you as the space quickly fills up 
with collapsing ground and deadly spikes.

No dispels or interrupts.

Immuning Rock Blast in mythic will wipe 
the raid, get used to soaking it together!

SPECIAL NOTES

Phase 1

MYTHIC ONLY

The split damage of Rock Blast will apply to all players even if not within the circle.  Infused Fallout – All players surrounded by dust, 
touching another afflicted player will remove the dust and trigger an explosive reaction beneath their feet (dodge it).

       Rock Blast – Large circle around 
player, dealing massive damage split 
between any players nearby, and leaving 
an Aftershock.

Aftershock – Void zone that triggers 
after a second, dealing damage and 
knocking up players inside.

Awakened Earth – Several players 
targetted by small circles, upon 
expiration a spike will erupt from 
underneath their feet, dealing raidwide 
damage until destroyed.  Upon 
destruction, releases Seismic Assault.

       Seismic Assault – Deals large 
raidwide damage and applies a stacking 
DoT for 12 seconds.

       Resonating Annihilation – At 100 
energy, boss fills up a pie slice of the 
room with collapsing earth that persists 
until boss dies. Destroys all Spikes.

Shattering Impact – Swirlies on ground 
indicating where rock is falling, deals 
damage to players within the impact.  
Leaves a void zone, Fractured Rubble.

       Concussive Slam – Aimed at active 
tank, deals a line of tectonic energy that 
inflicts physical damage to anyone in its 
path, increasing damage taken by 30% 
for 45 seconds (stacks).  Also destroys 
any spikes caught in the blast.

Frenzied Devastation – When the entire 
room is collapsing from Resonating 
Annihilation, boss deals massive 
raidwide damage, increasing each pulse.

Tectonic Barrage – Boss will deal 
raidwide damage if no player is within 
melee range.

ABILITIES

Raid

Tank

At 100 energy, shift to 
the next third of the 
room to avoid the 
collapsing earth.

Boss

1

2

3

Utilize space wisely as it will slowly fill up over time.

Boss

Raid

Split the damage of 
Rock Blast by moving 

into the raid.

Move behind the raid, 
forming a line, with 

Awakened Earth.

Boss

Tank

Tank aim Slam beam 
towards spikes to 

destroy them.  Tank 
swap.

Dodge the spikes that 
spawn under your feet.

Dodge the aftershock 
that forms under your 

feet.

Dodge swirlies and 
void zones left by 

them.

Tank stay in melee to 
avoid raidwide damage 

from triggering.

Kill boss before room is fully collapsed.

Raid dodges beam 
from tank.

Raid
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